2013 Rice Research to Production course at the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI)
3 week course in the Philippines, May 20 – June 7, 2013

Gain
• Training at the International Rice Research Institute with global experts in plant breeding, economics, agriculture and environmental sciences

Practical
• Get your feet wet in the rice paddies
• Learn about cutting edge research and production
• Meet the people who live and work in this rice culture

Experience
• Work with an international team
• Join the next generation working with international development to address global problems

Funding covers course fees, room & board and transportation costs. For more information contact Susan McCouch (srm4@cornell.edu) or Francine Jasper (fj10@cornell.edu). Applications are available at ip.cals.cornell.edu/prof-dev/rice/.

Submit applications by January 10, 2013.
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